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ARTICLE 7 MOTION TO REFER OFFERED BY KATHARINE SILBAUGH
MOVED: That the subject matter of Article 7 be referred to a Moderator’s Committee and that the
Moderator’s Committee shall issue its recommendation to Town Meeting no later than September 30, 2022.
Summary of Explanation: As evidenced across the state and country, motivation is necessary but not
sufficient to achieve equity in the cannabis industry. The November 2019 Town Meeting voted to
refer questions of Cannabis Equity Applicants and Cannabis Zoning to the Licensing Review Committee
(LRC) at the request of the Select Board. The Select Board never convened the LRC but did create its
own policy.
WA7’s referenced Select Board Equity Policy will not be effective if WA7 passes now for these reasons:
The Town has not systematically studied causes of the equity failures locally, statewide, or nationally.
WA7’s referenced policy replicates frameworks that usually fail for all except highly capitalized firms.
• The policy does not take into consideration the role that our local zoning plays in attracting large
national firms that remain outsized competitors to equity cannabis operators and license applicants.
• The policy does not require that equity applicants have any ownership stake in the cannabis entity,
much less a majority ownership, such that Brookline’s policy is vulnerable to misuse by large firms.
All parties agree that due to necessary limitations in the policy, large firms remain candidates for the
new licenses and can win them without sharing profits with deserving individuals in the organization.1
• Per Town Counsel, the policy will subject the Town to potential litigation if applicants who meet the
criteria are denied because they meet only the letter of the policy but do not meet the spirit of the policy.
• The policy comes from a staff process without the benefit of public input and transparency. The policy
is referenced in WA7, and the text of the policy was not included in the Article’s explanation.2 The
policy was changed by the Select Board on November 2, 2021 without the benefit of a public hearing.
• Better more creative paths to equity in our cannabis market exist that prevent gaming and improve
diversity.
• Referral on WA7 allows for a rational sequencing of decisions by Town Meeting, one that is better
informed and comes with a lower risk of either litigation or of replicating our current market.

•

Select Board members concede uncertainty about whether these two new licenses will achieve their goals.
WA7 in effect keeps the costs of entry constant, changing only the formal criteria, ensuring that genuine
equity applicants will continue to face hurdles that big firms can overcome. WA7 should be referred to
study the Brookline conditions that will make it difficult for equity applicants to compete with other firms
to win these licenses, regardless of the strong motivation of the Select Board to succeed. Once Town
Meeting authorizes these licenses, applicants who formally meet the policy will have standing to litigate
their distribution, therefore a public study process followed by reforms should happen before we authorize
new licenses, not after. Emerging public health research and parental concerns are reflected in the
unanimous vote of the Public Health Advisory Committee against WA7 and the 23-1 Advisory Committee
vote against WA7.3 Unlike those “no” recommendations, this referral motion keeps the door open to equity
licenses if the study shows that they are the best or only way to accomplish equity, and adjustments to
zoning, policies, or bylaws have been made to ensure that the licenses fulfill their goals.
Explanation
Why the equity failures? Brookline did not issue any of its four cannabis storefront licenses to an equity
applicant. WA7 embraces the hypothesis that motivation of Select Board members or Select Board policy
1

Shira Schoenberg, Minority marijuana businesses seek state-backed capital, https://commonwealthmagazine.org/marijuana/minority-marijuanabusinesses-seek-state-backed-capital/ CommonWealth, June 15, 2021 (discussing the high costs and problem of predatory lenders).
2
It is attached at the end of this motion to refer.
3
By a 3-3 vote the Cannabis Mitigation Committee also failed to endorse WA7, and the Brookline Commission for Women chose to make no
recommendation on WA7.
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explains Brookline’s failure, and thus giving this new Select Board two additional licenses will produce a
different result. This hypothesis is contrary to the evidence in other Massachusetts municipalities and
nationwide, and therefore a vote to increase the number of storefront operators is an experiment with the
motivation hypothesis, not an experience-based plan to achieve the goal. Despite sincere incubation
initiatives, policy experimentation, and iteration in the state and nationwide, Brookline’s disappointing
outcome has been mirrored elsewhere.4 Having one or more known potential equity applicants would not
change this dynamic, because the overwhelming majority of Massachusetts Economic Empowerment
applicants are not issued licenses by the end of the multi-year process, parts of which are at the CCC, out
of Brookline’s control. The alternative hypothesis for our failure is that state law and Brookline’s zoning
and cannabis regulations attract and favor national highly capitalized firms. In other places, failure to
achieve diversity has not been due to improper intentions or competency alone, but to state frameworks and
the litigation resources and creative corporate structures of highly capitalized operators.5 We can craft
policy to frustrate those operators by creatively lowering the costs of entry, but WA7 isn’t that.
We need to fix cannabis Zoning and Regulations in Brookline first to succeed with smaller firms. In
Brookline, headwinds are exacerbated greatly by zoning that allows large square footage at high prices,
making us attractive to large firms, and difficult for small firms. To achieve the aims of WA7 rather than
replicating what has already occurred in Brookline and statewide, these goals should be referred to a serious
and creative study committee that engages experts and the public. In November of 2019, Town Meeting
considered a warrant article to undertake such a study by a moderator’s committee charged with assessing
the regulatory basis of our failure to issue licenses to equity applicants, among other issues. The Select
Board itself made a motion to have the Licensing Review Committee undertake the study instead, and to
issue a report to the Select Board and Town Meeting by March of 2021. Town Meeting voted to adopt that
Select Board’s motion to commission a study and require a report by the Licensing Review Committee.
The Select Board Ignored Town Meeting’s 2019 Vote on its Own Motion, and The Consequence is an
Invitation to Repeat the Past Failure. The work never happened, LRC was never convened. The
alternative staff process that generated WA7 did not consider the regulatory and zoning basis of our equity
failures. It did not include evaluation of changes that might be made to Brookline’s cannabis zoning to deter
large national firms from pursuing these new licenses by structuring corporate entities that separate the
qualified equity applicant from the profits. In addition, the staff member who led the study has left the
position and the position remains vacant. The work must be done in advance of authorizing licenses if we
are to avoid the same outcome. Although we have lost two years to the Select Board’s failure to convene
the LRC, the study is as necessary today as it was when Town Meeting voted to commission it two years
ago. Unlike many municipalities, our zoning is not restrictive as to the location of cannabis retailers, an
equity problem cited in other jurisdictions. But a different zoning problem makes it unlikely we will succeed
without zoning modifications: generous square footage allowances in an expensive real estate market. This
makes it difficult for a small operator to afford the required control of premises during the 2-3 year licensing
process, and gives advantage to the large firms that can. If Town Meeting authorizes licenses under WA7
in the belief that the Select Board can revise the policy later, or can achieve equity goals through the exercise
of Select Board discretion, we will invite litigation by large firms over the new licenses.6 The appropriate
4

(see, e.g., Pew Trusts, Black Owned Businesses Remain Rare Despite Diversity Efforts: https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-andanalysis/blogs/stateline/2021/01/15/black-owned-pot-businesses-remain-rare-despite-diversity-efforts.
5
https://commonwealthmagazine.org/marijuana/in-pot-chase-social-equity-meets-economic-reality/
6
Jonathan Simpson in the Town Counsel’s office provided AC members with the following response to 4 questions about legal risk:
“--Would a large national firm be in a position to participate in these licenses if they had an employee who had been accepted
to the SEP program and could serve as the applicant of record? Bernard Greene expressed this concern on November 2,
and members of the Advisory Committee had similar questions.
With the current Equity Policy, the only requirement for someone to be considered an Equity Applicant is that they
have received Economic Empowerment Status or Social Equity Status from the CCC.
-- Does the SEP applicant need to be a majority owner of the entity that is being put forward on the application for a Brookline
Equity License?
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sequence is to evaluate in a public process the cause of our failure and failures industry-wide, study
appropriate and creative policy and regulatory revisions, and only then, if the study concludes that
new storefronts are the best way to achieve equity, approve new licenses. If the process happens in that
order, before Town Meeting authorizes new licenses, we will stay within the legal shelter of a wellconsidered policy framework. Town Meeting voted in 2019 to undertake that process, and passage of this
referral motion would also indicate that Town Meeting votes matter.7
Defining Equity in the Policy: WA7 itself does not define an equity applicant. It refers to a Select Board
policy adopted and then modified this fall without a public process or public hearing.8 The policy is likely
to frustrate legitimate applicants while encouraging regulatory avoidance in part because state law imposes
high costs of entry. Aware of the issue, the Select Board evaluated policy options aimed at foreclosing
gaming and ensuring substantive equity ownership. But they found they are not able to narrow the loopholes
attractive to large operators through revisions to the policy itself. Select Board members have conceded that
the policy will not ensure that the new storefronts will be equity owned and operated. Select Board Members
expressed concern that we will end up issuing these licenses to firms like our current retailers. Under the
policy, our existing storefront operators could qualify as equity applicants with very little additional
effort and without sharing profits with individuals deserving of recompense for the war on drugs.
The Select Board policy offers licenses to an Equity Applicant defined as follows.
Equity Applicant ‐ Individuals or entities that have received one of the following:
• CCC Economic Empowerment Status
• CCC Social Equity Status
The CCC has closed its Economic Empowerment process, and so the number of possible applicants
through that lane is finite. One of the requirements of the Economic Empowerment program is that more
than 50% of the ownership must belong to people who meet the definition of an economic empowerment
applicant, making Economic Empowerment the more serious effort to establish equity in the industry.
However, the Town needs CCC resources to verify ownership and discourage evasive corporate structures
that deny those in the Economic Empowerment lane the financial benefits of that ownership.
The SEP applicant lane leads to separation of profits from the equity applicant. The Social Equity
Program (SEP) does not involve any ownership requirement. It simply admits people who meet criteria into
a training program that can help them to navigate the challenges of the CCC processes. Ownership and
financial gain are entirely absent from the SEP lane, which trains individuals. A SEP participant can apply
As stated above, the only requirement for someone to be considered an Equity Applicant is that they have received
Economic Empowerment Status or Social Equity Status from the CCC.

-- If the Select Board uses its discretion to rule out an application that has the CCC’s Certified Economic Empowerment
Status or Equity Applicant Status because it determines that a different applicant may have better equity credentials, could
the Town be exposed to litigation?
Potentially.
-- Does the Town have the capacity to investigate ownership structures of applicants?
I cannot speak to whether the Town has capacity to investigate ownership structures. However, one of the reason
the Equity Policy utilizes previously-obtained CCC Economic Empowerment or Social Equity status as the sole
criteria is to simplify and streamline the application process, both as a matter of resource allocation (we do not have
to duplicate work the CCC has already done) and as a matter of risk mitigation (many of the criteria used by the CCC
in their determination, such as CORI status, are legally problematic to duplicate at the municipal level).”
7

Select Board members have stated that the LRC was not convened in November of 2019 because in early March 2020, covid
prevented in-person meetings. While other boards continued meeting online, covid certainly created urgency around other issues.
This is not a reason to dispense with the 2019 Town Meeting vote, but rather a reason to comply with it now.
8
[See “Marijuana Retailer Equity Policy” adopted November 2, 2021]; this is an update from the policy described in the
Advisory Committee report. The Select Board struck a preference for Brookline residents and declined to adopt an ownership
requirement for Social Equity Applicants.
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for our licenses under the Select Board policy without any ownership stake in the proposed cannabis
business. The Select Board, at the advice of Town Counsel, concluded that it could not impose an ownership
requirement on SEP applicants because the Town lacks the CCC’s ability to audit ownership structures that
can be both complex and changing over time. To both comply with constitutional mandates and to be
realistic about the town’s ability to uncover problematic capital arrangements, the Select Board has adopted
a policy that draws from the same CCC language that has produced unimpressive results statewide. In an
industry that has seen high levels of litigation surrounding the lawful distribution of licenses, this
concurrence is probably necessary, but it ensures that any well-organized firm can hire a SEP participant to
file the license application in Brookline.
These definitions were not designed by the CCC to be used as license criteria. The Select Board uses
categories designed for administrative process benefits under the CCC regulations as license categories.9
This is particularly problematic for SEP, which was never designed to screen license applicants, as
expressly stated by the CCC. In the Select Board policy, the “applicant” is a business entity applying for a
license. By contrast, the CCC clearly defines Social Equity as applying to “an individual” (500.002). The
CCC is explicit in 500:005 (c): “The Social Equity Program is not a licensing program. (emphasis
added).” To use a non-licensing, individual-based category for an entity’s licensing eligibility invites
national firms to employ an individual who has qualified for the Social Equity Program as the license
applicant, bypassing the equity purpose of the policy completely.
The Town cannot investigate ownership structures. Section 4 of the policy, “Transfers and Changes in
Ownership,” notes that an “Equity Applicant . . . who undergoes a transfer or change in ownership to a non‐
Equity Applicant loses eligibility to proceed.” Monitoring and assessing such changes over the two to three
year expected duration of the process would involve substantial audit activities by the Town. These audit
activities are common to large Federal and State entities, supported by trained staff; the process often
involves civil and criminal penalties. The Town of Brookline has no such agency, no underlying policies,
and little enforcement power. The enforcement of this Section is therefore unachievable by the Town and
provides no assurance that the Town will obtain the desired results. There is no definition of stock “equity,”
and sources of capitalization in Section 4’s provisions around “transfer or change of ownership.”10
Because WA7 is not well-designed to achieve its goals, WA7 should be referred to study the zoning
conditions that will continue to make it difficult for equity applicants here, as well as other methods of
increasing diversity in our cannabis markets.11 Once Town Meeting authorizes these licenses, applicants
who formally meet the policy will have standing to litigate their distribution.
Authorizing new licenses out of sequence with that study exposes the Town unnecessarily to another
inadequate outcome. This is not the best we can do to improve equity in Brookline’s cannabis markets.

Attached, please find relevant CCC regulations, and the Select Board’s equity policy.
9

These definitions apply only to:
1) A reduction in the Marijuana Retail License fees paid at the time of submission of application (500.005:2.a.), and
2) An assignment at the time of submission of application, into a faster, “priority” review process in the step from Application to
Provisional License: “[the CCC] shall grant or deny a provisional license not later than 90 days following notification to the applicant
that all required packets are considered complete (500.102 (2) (c)).”
10
Is this percent of shareholders, percent of voting shares, percent of paid-in capital, or percent of shares by current valuation? It also fails to
define forms of equity. Do unvested stock options count? Do vested but unexercised options count? Preferred stock? Start-ups are sometimes
financed by private loans from individuals and from suppliers. These loans may have conversion provisions to turn them into equity. The Town
will have difficulty assessing the “Economic Empowerment” qualifications of this mix of sources of capital.
11
As just one example, our 8 delivery licenses are already limited to equity applicants for the first three years, and according to the CCC, due to
lower capital requirements the likelihood of success is greater than retail storefronts. Given the time limits on the safe harbor, issuing these
licenses now requires the Town’s attention.
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935 CMR: CANNABIS CONTROL COMMISSION 500.002
Economic Empowerment Priority Applicant means an applicant who, as an entity or through an individual
certified by the Commission in 2018, meets and continues to meet three or more of the following six criteria, at least
one of which shall be a majority-equity-ownership criterion:
1. Majority-equity-ownership Criteria:
a. A majority (more than 50%) of ownership belongs to people who have lived for five of the preceding ten years in an
Area of Disproportionate Impact, as determined by the Commission.
b. A majority (more than 50%) of ownership has held one or more previous positions where the primary population
served were disproportionately impacted, or where primary responsibilities included economic education, resource
provision or empowerment to disproportionately impacted individuals or communities.
c. A majority (more than 50%) of the ownership is made up of individuals from Black,
African American, Hispanic or Latino descent.
2. Additional Criteria:
a. At least 51% of current employees or subcontractors reside in Areas of Disproportionate Impact and by the first
day of business, the ratio will meet or exceed 75%.
b. At least 51% of employees or subcontractors have drug-related CORI and are otherwise legally employable in
Cannabis enterprises.
c. Other significant articulable demonstration of past experience in or business practices that promote economic
empowerment in Areas of Disproportionate Impact. This applicant has priority for the purposes of the review of its
license application.

935 CMR: CANNABIS CONTROL COMMISSION 500.105
(17) Social Equity Program.
(a) There shall be a Social Equity Program established by the Commission to provide training and technical
assistance to eligible applicants and Licensees which may include, but may not be limited to:
1. Management, recruitment and employee trainings;
2. Accounting and sales forecasting;
3. Tax prediction and compliance;
4. Legal compliance;
5. Business plan creation and operational development;
6. Marijuana industry best practices; and
7. Assistance with identifying or raising funds or capital.
(b) Eligibility for the Social Equity Program shall be met if applicants or Licensees satisfy one or more of the following
criteria:
1. Income does not exceed 400% of Area Median Income and Residency in an Area of Disproportionate Impact, as
defined by the Commission, for at least five of the preceding ten years, as established by:
a. A Massachusetts driver's record or Massachusetts ID card record;
b. A signed lease agreement that includes the subject's name;
c. Residential property deed that includes the subject's name;
d. School records;
e. Housing authority records;
f. Banking records;
g. Utility bills, which identifies energy and water use; or
h. Dated notices or correspondence from a local or state government entity that includes the subject's name.
2. Residency in Massachusetts for at least the preceding 12 months and a conviction or continuance without a finding
for an offense under M.G.L. c. 94C or an equivalent conviction in Other Jurisdictions; or
3. Residency in Massachusetts for at least the preceding 12 months and proof that the individual was either married
to or the child of an individual convicted or continuance without a finding for a M.G.L. c. 94C offense or an equivalent
conviction in Other Jurisdictions.
4. Any individual listed as an Owner on the original certification of an Economic Empowerment Priority Applicant who
satisfies one or more the following criteria:
a. Lived for five of the preceding ten years in an Area of Disproportionate Impact, as determined by the Commission;
b. Experience in one or more previous positions where the primary population served were disproportionately
impacted, or where primary responsibilities included economic education, resource provision or empowerment to
disproportionately impacted individuals or communities;
c. Black, African American, Hispanic or Latino descent; or
d. Other significant articulable demonstration of past experience in or business practices that promote economic
empowerment in Areas of Disproportionate Impact.
5. The Commission may, in consideration of new information and data, broaden the categories of eligibility for the
Social Equity Program by a vote of the Commission.
(c) The Social Equity Program is not a licensing program. Completion of the Social Equity Program will not result in,
or guarantee participants' receipt of a License.
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Select Board Policy: MARIJUANA RETAILER EQUITY POLICY (as amended November 2, 2021)
The Select Board seeks to further the public interest by encouraging diversity in the local cannabis industry. Toward
that end, it is seeking approval from the November 2021 Special Town Meeting to raise the Marijuana Retailer Select
Board license cap set forth in General By- Law Art. 8.37 to make available two (2) additional Marijuana Retailer
licenses for Equity Applicants (as defined below), and adopts this Marijuana Retailer Equity Policy (“Policy”) in
tandem with that effort.
This Policy is intended to provide opportunities for local and diverse applicants for Select Board Marijuana Retailer
licenses who wish to establish a Marijuana Retail Establishment within the Town of Brookline. Further, this Policy
establishes the procedures for Equity Applicants to apply for a Host Community Agreement with the Select Board.
2. Definitions
Marijuana Retailer - As defined or amended by 935 CMR 500, an entity licensed by the Massachusetts Cannabis
Control Commission to purchase, repackage, white-label, and transport Marijuana or Marijuana Product from
Marijuana Establishments and to transfer or otherwise transfer this product to Marijuana Establishments and to sell to
consumers.

•

Equity Applicant - Individuals or entities that have received one of the following:

•

CCC Economic Empowerment Status

•

CCC Social Equity Status

3. Host Community Agreements and Brookline Resident Prioritization With respect to the two additional
Marijuana Retailer licenses described above, the Town will exclusively accept and consider applications for Host
Community Agreements from Equity Applicants.
4. Transfers and Changes in Ownership
An Equity Applicant for a Host Community Agreement under this Policy who undergoes a transfer or change in ownership to
a non-Equity Applicant loses eligibility to proceed as an Equity Applicant in the event the transferee/successor company
does not qualify for a Host Community Agreement under this Policy.

5. Procedure
Following the posting of an available Marijuana Retailer license on the Town’s website, applicants are required to
complete and submit the Request for Marijuana Retailer Host Community Agreement for Equity Applicants with the
following required supporting documents:
1. Evidence of CCC Social Equity/Economic Empowerment status
2. Evidence of a zoning-compliant location of the proposed Marijuana Establishment (see the Town’s Zoning By-Law)
and the applicant’s legal control of the premises:

•
•
•

Lease, or
Letter of intent signed by a property owner to enter into a lease with the applicant for the location, or
Title;

3. Required operating policies and procedures

•
•
•
•

Traffic Management Plan
Security Plan
Diversion Plan
Diversity Plan

4. Evidence of current Brookline residency (to receive priority processing)

•
•
•

Lease, or
Utility bill, or
Bank Statement

5. Complete supporting documents include site plans and plan sets that are certified by a design professional such as
an architect, engineer or land surveyor (and that show compliance regarding required zoning buffer zones) and floor
plans that indicate square footage.
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ARTICLE 7

Commission for Diversity, Inclusion and Community Relations
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION – WARRANT ARTICLE 7
The mission of the CDICR is to support a welcoming environment by
encouraging cooperation, tolerance, and respect among and by all persons who
come in contact with the Town of Brookline (i.e. visitors, residents, employers,
employees etc.) by advancing, promoting and advocating for the human and
civil rights of all through education, awareness, outreach and advocacy.
The CDICR reviewed the warrant article on October 20th, 2021. By a
unanimous vote of all 11 Commissioners (including the Chair) present at the
meeting, the CDICR recommends FAVORABLE ACTION on Warrant Article
7.
DISCUSSION
This article would allow the Select Board to add two additional recreational
cannabis licenses to operate within Brookline, specifically for social
equity/economic empowerment applicants, as designated by the Cannabis
Control Commission in MA.
The town of Brookline failed to consider racial equity when it determined the
allocation of the current four licenses, which resulted in these licenses being
overwhelmingly, and sometimes exclusively, owned by white people.
In support of racial equity and an anti-racist Brookline, and to rectify the
town’s failure to follow the racial equity guidelines of the Massachusetts
Cannabis Control Commission, the CDICR voted FAVORABLE ACTION on
the warrant article, by a unanimous vote of all 11 Commissioners (including the
Chair) present at the meeting.
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__________
ARTICLE 8
MOTION OFFERED BY THE PETITIONERS
VOTED: That section 8.37.4 of the Town bylaws be amended as follows (language to be stricken
appearing in italic strikeout, language to be added appearing in bold underline):
Section 8.37.4 CAPS ON THE NUMBER OF SELECT BOARD LICENSES FOR MARIJUANA
RETAILERS
The Select Board shall not issue more Marijuana Establishment licenses in each of the following
categories of Marijuana Establishment licenses than the number that is 20% of the number of liquor
licenses for off-premises alcohol consumption that have been issued by the Select Board pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 138, § 15, as rounded up to the nearest whole number in the event the number is a fraction: a)
Storefront Marijuana Retailers, b) Marijuana Delivery Operators, c) Social Consumption Marijuana
Retailers, and d) Marijuana Couriers.
In the event that 20% of the number of off-premises liquor licenses is a fraction, the fraction shall
be rounded down.
This Section 8.37.4, as amended, shall not affect the validity of licenses outstanding as of its effective
date under State law, including Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 94G, Sections 3(a)(2)(ii) and
3(e).
This bylaw, as amended, shall take effect upon an affirmative vote by the voters of a ballot question
as provided in M.G.L. c. 94G, s. 3(e).

REVISED PETITIONER EXPLANATION
BACKGROUND
• The current town by-law 8.37.4 regulates the issuance of licenses to: (a) storefront marijuana retailers,
(b) marijuana-delivery operators, (c) social-consumption marijuana retailers, and (d) marijuana couriers.
• The maximum number of licenses made available to each type of operator is capped at 20% of the
number of off-premises liquor licenses that have been issued by the town.
• When the aforementioned calculation yields a fraction, the requirement is to round up.
EXAMPLE: Currently, Brookline has issued 19 off-premises liquor licenses. Because 20% of that
number is 3.8, the town is required to round up and offer 4 licenses in each of the categories
described above. (NOTE: Pursuant to the general by-law, ALL fractions, even when less than one
half, are rounded up. So despite convention, a value of 3.2, would still round up to the number 4,
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not down to 3.)
DESCRIPTION
WA 8 seeks to amend 8.37.4 by requiring the town to round DOWN, instead of up, when calculating the
number of licenses to be issued in a given category.
While this potentially violates Massachusetts law, which requires Brookline to remain ABOVE the 20%
threshold in TWO of the four categories ((a) storefront marijuana retailers and (c) social-consumption
marijuana retailers), section 3(2)(ii) and 3(e) of M.G.L. chapter 94G CLEARLY allows for such action IF
the legislation promulgating it has been approved by a town-wide vote. (See below, under APPROVAL.)

So to review: under Massachusetts law, approval via town-wide vote makes it ENTIRELY legal to round
down below the 20% threshold in ALL categories, including (a) storefront marijuana retailers and (c)
social-consumption marijuana retailers.
All existing issued licenses would be grandfathered in and would be unaffected by the amendment.
Table 1 illustrates the effect of WA 8 on licensing caps.
APPROVAL
This bylaw, as amended, shall take effect upon an affirmative vote by the voters of a ballot question as
provided in M.G.L. c. 94G, s. 3(e).
Warrant Article 8, if approved by Town Meeting, would be presented to the voters on the ballot for this
year's regularly scheduled May election; the cost for including it is estimated to be minimal at $100-200.
IN SUMMARY
While Brookline has clearly welcomed the marijuana industry into the town, current licensing regulations
are allowing for rapid growth with many unintended and concerning consequences that have yet to be
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fully understood.
This amendment seeks not to prohibit growth but simply slow it so as to better scale its footprint to the
diverse needs and wants of the community and give Brookline time to properly consider the impact of
industry expansion.
Warrant Article 8 lays the foundation for more intentional policy making by allowing the town to pause,
assess, and let the voters decide as to what direction Brookline moves in.
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ARTICLES 8-9
CANNABIS MITIGATION ADVISORY
COMMITTEE (CMAC) RECOMMENDATION
The CMAC reviewed articles 7-9 on 11/10/2021.
No recommendation was offered under Article 7.
By a vote of 3-2, the CMAC recommends NO ACTION on Warrant Article 8.
Roll Call Vote: Aye: Aschkenasy, Stone, Newell No: Hyatt, Atero Absent: Levin
By a vote of 3-2, the CMAC recommends FAVORABLE ACTION on the referral
motion offered by the Select Board on Warrant Article 9.
Roll Call Vote: Aye: Aschkenasy, Stone, Newell No: Hyatt, Atero Absent: Levin
DISCUSSION
The Committee discussed the concerns raised with by the peititoners on Articles 8 and 9.
A majority of the committee felt that there was not enough information to support a
rounding down of licenses, which would then trigger a town-wide election. They also
supported referring the subject matter of Article 9 to their group. A majority of the
members did not support having two diffent committees working on Cannabis issues
given the demands on staff and overlapping that could happen as a result. The CMAC is
in the process of reviewing and revising their charge, and it could be possible that some
of the work under Article 9 could be included in a renewed charge.
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ARTICLE 9
REFERRAL MOTION OFFERED BY C. SCOTT ANANIAN, TMM10
In view of the concerns of the Advisory Council on Public Health (ACPH) that the Study
Committee described under Article 9 would not have the focus, the funding, the time or
the resources to conduct reliable studies or surveys to meet the stated goal of articulating
policy; and further, in view of ACPH's view that this Warrant Article could be further
defined
in
committee
with
input
from
the
Health
Department:
VOTED: That the subject matter of Warrant Article 9 be referred to the Advisory Council
on Public Health; with a recommendation that the ACPH collaborate with the Brookline
Department of Public Health on a community-based study or studies of marijuana's public
health impacts, with particular attention to, but not limited to, mental health impacts on
underage populations; and a further recommendation that funding as needed for staff and
consultant services for cannabis impact studies be included in the Health Department's
FY23 budget request, from sources including but not limited to cannabis mitigation funds.
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ARTICLE 12
___________________________________________________________
ADVISORY COMMITTEE’S SUPPLEMENTAL RECOMMENDATION
Article 12 – Advisory Committee Motion Voted 11/2/2021
(As amended)
Voted that the Town adopts the following resolution:
WHEREAS, the temporary COVID provisions that suspended the Massachusetts Open Meeting
Law (OML) requirement that quorum must be in-person resulted in never-before-seen
accessibility for civic participation via remote meeting access; and
WHEREAS, those COVID provisions are set to expire on April 1, 2022, which creates the
possibility that public body members and the general public will cease being able to fully
participate in public body meetings via audio/visual technology; and
WHEREAS, a reversal from this greater accessibility will dampen residents’ ability to attend
meetings and serve as members of public bodies; and
WHEREAS, the technology required for audio visual accessibility is becoming more common
and less expensive, and is eligible for ARPA funding; and
WHEREAS, audiovisual accessibility accommodation is something many in disability
communities and organizations have been fighting for for years; and
WHEREAS, policies and decisions our public bodies make can have a large impact on the people
who are most excluded from participating in those public bodies; and
WHEREAS, the ability to attend meetings remotely has eliminated critical access barriers to a
“seat at the table” for the past 20 months; and
WHEREAS, we must not return to an inequitable past as we move forward after the pandemic.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
1. Brookline Town Meeting calls on the Select Board to equip municipal conference and
hearing rooms with audiovisual equipment to enable public bodies meeting under OML
to provide audiovisual participation access for attendees and members, according to the
following schedule deemed feasible by Town Staff: four such rooms including the Select
Board Hearing Room and School Committee Hearing Room by June 1, 2022; four
additional such rooms by November 1, 2022; and other such rooms by June 1, 2023; and
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2. Brookline Town Meeting calls on the Select Board, Moderator, and others who appoint
public bodies to, once the legal and technological hurdles are surmounted, insist that
Brookline public bodies meeting under OML provide for hybrid meetings rather than
only via the tradition of meeting in-person and providing only telephone access to those
seeking to participate remotely; and
3. The Town of Brookline should consider using non-traditional funding sources to fund the
technology and training necessary to support public bodies meeting in a hybrid manner.

Article 12 – Advisory Committee Motion Voted 11/2/2021
(Redline)
Voted that the Town adopts the following resolution:
WHEREAS, the temporary COVID provisions that suspended the Massachusetts Open Meeting
Law (OML) requirement that quorum must be in-person resulted in never-before-seen
accessibility for civic participation via remote meeting access; and
WHEREAS, those COVID provisions are set to expire on April 1, 2022, which creates the
possibility that public body members and the general public will cease being able to fully
participate in public body meetings via audio/visual technology; and
WHEREAS, a reversal from this greater accessibility will dampen residents’ ability to attend
meetings and serve as members of public bodies; and
WHEREAS, the technology required for audio visual accessibility is becoming more common
and less expensive, and is eligible for ARPA funding; and
WHEREAS, audiovisual accessibility accommodation is something many in disability
communities and organizations have been fighting for for years; and
WHEREAS, policies and decisions our public bodies make can have a large impact on the people
who are most excluded from participating in those public bodies; and
WHEREAS, the ability to attend meetings remotely has eliminated critical access barriers to a
“seat at the table” for the past 20 months; and
WHEREAS, we must not return to an inequitable past as we move forward after the pandemic.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
1. Brookline Town Meeting calls on the Select Board to equip all municipal conference and
hearing rooms with audiovisual equipment to enable all public bodies meeting under
OML to provide audiovisual participation access for attendees and members, according to
the following schedule deemed feasible by Town Staff: four such rooms including the
Select Board Hearing Room and School Committee Hearing Room by June 1, 2022; four
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additional such rooms by November 1, 2022; and all other such rooms by June 1, 2023;
and
2. Brookline Town Meeting calls on the Select Board, Moderator, and others who appoint
public bodies to, once the legal and technological hurdles are surmounted, insist that all
Brookline public bodies meeting under OML provide for hybrid meetings in a hybrid or
fully remote manner rather than only via the tradition of meeting in-person and providing
only telephone access to those seeking to participate remotely; and
3. The Town of Brookline should consider using non-traditional funding sources to fund the
technology and training necessary to support public bodies meeting in a hybrid manner.
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ARTICLE 1
POSSIBLE AMENDMENT TO THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MOTION
Voted: To reduce the Reserve Fund by $198,050 and to transfer the amount of such
reduction to the Claims and Settlements Account maintained by Town Counsel’s
Office (“Town Counsel”), with said appropriation to be used as payment of a sum not
to exceed $169,050 for an indemnification payment to Stanley Spiegel ("the
Indemnification Payment") and of a sum not to exceed $29,000 for payment to Mr.
Spiegel or his counsel as a contingent fee for obtaining the Spiegel indemnification
("the Contingent Fee Payment"), provided that payment of the Indemnification
Payment and the Contingent Fee Payment shall be conditioned on (a) the execution of
a settlement agreement and release satisfactory to Mr. Spiegel, and the Town; (b) (i)
the determination by a neutral third party, who shall be retained by Town Counsel
and who shall report to the Advisory Committee at a public hearing, which will be
expressly noticed to all Town Meeting Members no less than one week prior, and to
the Select Board, and who shall be mutually acceptable to Mr. Spiegel, his counsel
and Town Counsel, of the reasonableness of the amount of the Indemnification
Payment and the determination by said third party that the Contingent Fee Payment is
fair and consistent with normal contingent fee practices, or (ii) authorization by the
Select Board.

